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The exponential growth of data and the boom of online businesses necessitates
the need for data to be machine-readable, as humans are no longer able to
manually manage the vast amounts of data. Ontologies can define concepts and
relations that are amenable to processing by machines. Ontologies are created
in silos and pockets of domains, and the need to merge these resources is key
to universal access to multi-domain knowledge. Merging of ontologies has
been explored to an extent over the last two decades, and this paper explores
the extent of the tools and techniques available with a case study of merging
two ontologies which are publicly available, the Person ontology and
Institutional ontology, using the latest tools available on the most popular
ontology editor, Protégé. It is found that automated merging tools have not
been improved much over the last two decades, and the most current merging
tools provided combine the two ontologies into one but do not unite or merge
any of the classes or axioms which are equivalent. This can be seen in the
axiom count, which does not decrease in the merged ontology, showing that no
similar classes or actual axioms were merged. Protégé plugins which used to
provide the semi-automatic mapping of similar classes to assist the merging
process were found to be no longer available, and manual mapping by the
knowledge engineer was required. This supports further research in automated
ontology merging techniques.
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Introduction
Data growth has been exponential over the last few decades as transactions are recorded by
information systems which have been prevalent in all industries with no exceptions. With the
advent of enterprise information systems and the boom of e-commerce of late, knowledge
representation methods such as controlled vocabularies, thesauri, taxonomies, and ontologies
have been increasingly used to enhance the capabilities of these systems (Pawełoszek &
Korczak, 2018). The web has been transforming from isolated data repositories to linked
sources of information. As content presented on the Web is more often created by its users, the
scale and heterogeneity of information on the Web is ever increasing, where user collaboration
and information sharing is becoming essential for building web communities (Koprowska,
2008). Using a formal ontology makes the specification independent from what it describes
and helps to avoid mistakes while modelling large domains (Guarino, 1998). The ability to
reuse existing ontologies is what makes it particularly powerful, as each ontology can be
applied to specify different aspects of the domain it models. Reusing depends on efficient
methods of ontologies aligning and merging (Koprowska, 2008). The need for businesses to be
discoverable on the internet is undeniable, and a product or service needs to be discoverable by
machines, and these machines need to be able to make some sense of the data that is needed by
the user, so that they can search for the relevant data on the web. This matching process
between what the user wants and what is available on the web is what Semantic Web 2.0 aims
to improve by establishing relationships between data which is understood by machines, so that
the desired information can be extracted efficiently (Negi & Malik, 2018). Ontologies are a
formal way of representing concepts in a domain and their relationships to other concepts in a
machine-readable form. Machines would be able to access domain specific data from these
ontologies with a certain level of semantics defined within them. Ontologies have been
developed in many domains, but remain largely as virtual silos which prevent these resources
from being queried, browsed, or leveraged in a truly uniform way (Cheatham, Cruz, Euzenat,
& Pesquita, 2017). Merging of these ontologies which exist disjointedly will lead to a growth
of interconnected, multi domain knowledge bases, which will enhance access to knowledge,
which is machine readable, making information more accessible to both machines and their
human users. This paper aims to review recent tools that are available to perform ontology
merging. A case study of merging two ontologies which have similar concepts using Protégé
ontology editor as well as OWL API will be presented. An overview of ontology merging
concepts will be discussed, followed by a case study of merging two ontologies using the
Protégé merging tool, where the results of the merging will be discussed.
Literature Review
For the scope of this paper, three main areas will be discussed which are directly related to
Ontology Merging. These are Ontologies, Merging Tools, and Protégé Ontology editor.
Ontologies
Ontologies are an abstraction of a conceptualization containing explicitly defined concepts and
associated relations (Gruber, 1993). As ontologies are seen as a means of sharing and reusing
knowledge (Hitzler, Krotzsch, Ehrig, & Sure, 2005), consolidating the knowledge from
multiple ontologies could potentially assist in enhancing the definition of terms semantically.
Specific ontologies are created for specific purposes and would not be comprehensive in
linking terms for general domains. By combining available ontologies, the pool of terms or
resources would be widened, hence increasing the probability of equivalent terms being
available and sufficiently described. Domain knowledge can be made explicit by using
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ontologies, but ontology development is largely done in silos, and there is no unified effort for
a single ontology. These individual efforts each contain their own strengths and weaknesses,
and merging these resources could prove beneficial in providing a rich base of knowledge of a
particular domain. The semantic web will attain its goal only after every associated data source
is presented within a common platform which is dependent on the efficient integration of
Ontologies (Malik, Prakash, & Rizvi, 2010).
Merging Tools
Some semi-automatic tools were available over the last two decades to assist the user in the
ontology merging process. Prompt is an ontology algorithm and a Protégé plugin tool for
interactively merging and aligning Ontologies. The PROMPT tab provides a semi-automatic
approach to ontology merging and alignment, and performs some tasks automatically and
guides the user in performing other tasks where intervention is required (Gruber, 1993). Most
of the well-known tools have been summarized in (Amrouch & Mostefai, 2012), and these
include FCA-Merge, IF MAP, Chimaera, GLUE, CAIMAN, ONION, and ConcepTool. Each
of these tools have adopted different techniques to semi automatically assist the knowledge
engineer in the ontology merging and mapping process. A recent search for these tools found
that the tools have not been updated or made available since 2003. The Prompt plugin was
found to be no longer available for Protégé 5.0. Other merging tools such as OntoMerge
(“OntoMerge,” n.d.) and Chimaera (“Chimaera Home Page,” n.d.; McGuinness, Fikes, Rice,
& Wilder, 2000) appear to no longer be active projects since 2003; and while OntoMerge online
service is available for very limited mapping, its tools are no longer available for download.
OWL API (Matentzoglu & Palmisano, 2016) is a Java API and reference application for
creating, manipulating and serializing OWL Ontologies, and has an active user base on GitHub
as of July 2020. Protégé is the only tool that has continuously been updated to this date, hence
this paper will utilize Protégé and OWL API, which are existing tools with active users and
updates, and are also available for ontology merging.
Protégé
As stated in the previous section, recent ontology research utilizes the Protégé ontology tool,
which has many advantages over other ontology tools as it is free, open source, allows
generation and manipulation of ontologies, and ontologies built using Protégé can be accessed
from Java programs through the Protégé-OWL API as well as other Java OWL API’s. Protégé
is one of the most widely used tools for ontology creation and merging (Negi & Malik, 2018),
and the latest version 5.5.0 was used for this paper. This paper focuses on the ‘merging’ feature
in Protégé which is exemplified with a case study of merging two existing and publicly
available ontologies, namely, the Person Ontology which can be obtained from
http://ebiquity.umbc.edu/ontology/person.owl and the Institutional Ontology which can be
obtained from https://www.isibang.ac.in/~bisu/ontology/instOntology.owl. These ontologies
were chosen based on their relative homogeneity, manageable size, and concepts which are
similar, which provides an insight into how the merging process handles the union of concepts
which are similar or equivalent.
Person and Institutional Ontology
The focus of the outcome of the merging will be on the Person – Student class in the Person
Ontology, as shown in Figure 1, and the same Person – Student class in the Institutional
Ontology, as shown in Figure 2. These are equivalent concepts of a person who is also a student,
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which exists in both ontologies. The student concept in each ontology further contains different
subtypes in each of the ontologies.
Student class in Person Ontology is further classified into B.S Student, M.S. Student, MPS
Student, Ph.D. Candidate, and Ph.D. Student, whereas the Student class in Institutional
Ontology is further classified into Postgraduate Student, Research Student, and Undergraduate
Student.

Figure 1: Person Ontology Viewed in Protégé Class Hierarchy

Figure 2: Institutional Ontology Viewed in Protégé Class Hierarchy
Protégé Merge
The Protégé Refactor – Merge Ontologies function was used to merge the two ontologies
above, and the merged ontology was saved as a new ontology called
mergedPersonInstitute.owl, and the outcome is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Merged Ontology mergedPersonInstitute.owl Viewed in Protégé Class
Hierarchy
Discussion
Merging is defined as ‘to combine, blend, or unite gradually so as to blur the individuality or
individual identity of (“Merge | Definition of Merge at Dictionary.Com,” n.d.). In this sense,
the Protégé merging tool does combine and unite the two separate ontologies but does not blur
or remove the individuality of the original ontologies, as we will illustrate further.
We can see from the merged ontology in Figure 3 that the merging did combine the two
ontologies into one but did not remove the individuality of the original ontologies as
exemplified by the Person and Student classes. These classes are replicated and duplicated in
the merged ontology. The Protégé merging tool only copied and replicated all classes from
both ontologies into a new ontology, with many duplicated classes. The 'Merge ontologies'
function in Protégé 5.5.0 does not actually merge or unify any of the classes, but only replicates
all classes and properties of both the source ontologies. The visualization of the merged
ontology using WebVOWL can be seen in Figure 4.
Ontology Visualisation
We will use WebVOWL (http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/webvowl.html) as it allows to export
the complete or filtered VOWL visualization as an SVG image that can be opened in other
programs, scaled without loss of quality, edited, shared, and printed (Janowicz, Lohmann,
Negru, Haag, & Ertl, 2016). This is not possible in the Protégé VOWL plugin.
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Figure 4: Merged Ontology mergedPersonInstitute.owl Viewed in WebVOWL
Observation
While the details of the classes cannot be clearly seen in Figure 4, the main purpose of this
visualization is to note that the merged ontology has two distinct clusters of concepts, which
are not connected to each other, even though they are in the single merged OWL file. As seen
in Figure 3 the Person and Student classes exist as duplicated classes. Figure 4 clearly shows
that the merged ontology does not ‘merge’ the ontology via any common classes or concepts
that exist between the two ontologies. Rather, it unites the two ontologies into a single OWL
file, and Protégé as an ontology editor then provides tools for the human editor to manually
merge the classes.
Ontology Metrics
The ontology metrics view displays entity and axiom count for the axioms in the active
ontology and its imports closure (“Ontology Metrics,” n.d.). Figure 5 shows the ontology
metrics for the Person Ontology.
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Figure 5: Ontology Metrics for Person Ontology

Figure 6 shows the ontology metrics for the Institutional Ontology.

Figure 6: Ontology Metrics for Institutional Ontology
Figure 7 shows the Merged Ontology metrics (mergedPersonInstitute.owl)

Figure 7: Ontology Metrics for Merged Person-Institute Ontology
Analysis of Ontology Metrics
Axioms are defined statements about entities. As we can see above, the number of logical
axioms show that none of the axioms were merged, and the logical axiom count is as expected,
542+48 = 590.
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The Protégé ontology metrics displays Axiom which is defined as the combined logical and
non-logical axiom count. There should be 740 + 115 = 855 axioms, but there are 860 axioms
in the merged ontology. The additional 5 axioms are declaration axioms, whose count is
33+175 = 208, but there are 213 in the merged ontology, 5 additional ones which are nonlogical annotations created to record the new ontology Internationalized Resource Identifier
(IRI), and other non-logical information associated with the new ontology.
Class count is as expected, 26+51 = 77.
Object property count is 4+24=28 and Data property count is 7+24=31 which is as expected.
The ontology metrics confirm that no logical axioms, classes, or objects have been merged,
and they have only been combined with no consideration of similarities, and no assisted
mapping is provided.
The merging task above was also performed using Java OWL API (Matentzoglu & Palmisano,
2016), where the OWLOntologyMerger API was used to merge the Person and Institutional
ontologies, and upon inspection it was found that the exact same merged ontology was
produced as the Protégé merging tool.
Some semi-automatic tools were available in the past to assist the user in the ontology merging
process. Prompt is an ontology algorithm and a Protégé plugin tool for interactively merging
and aligning Ontologies. The PROMPT tab provided a semi-automatic approach to ontology
merging and alignment, and performed some tasks automatically and guided the user in
performing other tasks where intervention was required (Malik et al., 2010); however, Protégé
plugin tools for semi-automatic merging such as PROMPT and SMART (Noy & Musen, 2003)
are no longer available as plugins in the current version of Protégé.
Conclusion
Domain knowledge can be made explicit by using ontologies, but ontology development is
largely done in silos, and there is no unified effort for a single ontology in most domains. These
individual efforts each contain their own strengths and weaknesses and merging these resources
could prove beneficial in providing a richer base of knowledge for any domain. Automated
ontology merging tools appear to have taken a step back over the last 20 years, and Protégé
now provides the Refactor menu with functions to manually edit the ontologies by
copying/moving/deleting axioms. There is a need for automated or semi-automated tools to
assist the user in the merging, alignment, and mapping of ontologies. Classes from different
ontologies with the same spelling can be identified as potential candidates for unification, and
classes with similar concepts can be presented to the user for further consideration. Merging of
ontologies will benefit any domain which utilises formal standards to represent domain
knowledge, as it will expand and combine cross domain knowledge that is machine readable,
which will bring us a step closer to the realisation of the Semantic Web. Towards this there is
a need to consolidate homogenous and heterogenous machine readable data across different
domains automatically; and the opportunities for further research into automated ontology
merging techniques and tools are substantial.
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